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Effect of dodecyl trimethylammonium bromide on electrocrystailization
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Abstract. Dodecyi trimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) addition to acidified copper
sulphate bath changes the morphology of copper eleetrodeposits on the copper single crystal
planes and increases the cathodic polarization in a current density range of 2-20mA/cm2.
This has been observed in the 100, 110 and 111 planes where, under different concentrations
and current densities, layer type deposits are transformed to pyramidal growths and finally
to polycrystalline forms in the (100) plane, ridges to polycrystalline in the (110) plane, and
triarigular and hexagonal pyramids become twinned and transform to polycrystalline forms
in the (111) plane, in the presence of DTAB.
On (100) and (110) planes the overpotentials during deposition from pure solution increase
with time while on the (111) plane overpotential decreases to a steady value with time. The
overpotential Values are always higher in the presence of DTAB.
The observed changes in the morphology and overpotentials are attributed to the
adsorption of DTAB on the copper substrate.
Keywor&s. Morphology; overpotentiais; addition agent; adsorption.

1.

Introduction

The mechanism of electrodeposition of c o p p e r is not fully u n d e r s t o o d due to the fact
that only overall effects have been measured without p r o p e r knowledge of the
crystallographic character and the t o p o g r a p h y of the electrode surface. The m o r p h o l o g y
of c o p p e r electrodeposits on c o p p e r single crystal substrates f r o m highly purified
simple salt solutions, and in the presence of addition agents, have been investigated
(Damjanovic et al 1965, 1966; T u r n e r and J o h n s o n 1962; Barnes 1964; Seshadri 1975)
to determine the influence of substrate and bath conditions. Addition of surfactants
to electroplating baths are k n o w n to m o d e r a t e t h e h y d r o g e n overpotential during
deposition and act as wetting agents. The effect of dodecyl t r i m e t h y l a m m o n i u m
bromide (DTAB) o n electrodeposition of copper on crystallographic, ally well-defined
faces has been studied with a view to understand the m e c h a n i s m of eleetrocrystallization of c o p p e r with and without the addition agent. The results o f these studies
are reported in this paper.
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Experimental

Preparation of highly purified solutions, electrode surfaces and general procedure
have been described earlier (Rotti and Sheshadri 1987). 0.25 M CuSO 4 solution,
containing 0-1 M HzSO4 and known amounts of DTAB, was used as the bath. The
deposition of copper was carried out in the range of current densities 2-20 mA/cm 2
on all the planes and after a passage of 10 C/cm 2 (3.6#m) the deposits were examined
under an optical microscope.
3.
3.1

Results and discussion
Morphology

3.1a Deposition on (100) plane: Layer type of deposit (figure 1) was observed when
copper was deposited on the (100) plane at a current density of 5 mA/cm z from highly
purified bath solution as observed earlier (Rotti and Sheshadri 1987). When the
concentration of DTAB was increased from 10 -s M to 10 - 7 M in the bath, layers
with decreased distance between them were observed. These layers showed striated
edges. At 2 x 10-7 M DTAB in the bath, square pyramids and blocks began to nucleate
(figure 2) along with striated layers. With further increase in DTAB concentration to
5 x 10-7 M, large numbers of truncated pyramids and blocks were observed (figure 3).
The surface of the crystal was completely covered with twinned pyramids and blocks
at a concentration of 1 x 10-6 M DTAB. More of twinning gave rise to a polycrystalline
deposit (figure 4) at a DTAB concentration of 1 x 10 -s M.
Deposition at 10mA/cm 2 from highly purified bath consisted mainly of layers,
truncated pyramids and blocks (figure 5). In the presence of 1 x 10-TM DTAB in
the bath, layers in the background disappeared and a large number of square pyramids
and blocks were observed (figure 6), some of them were found to be twinned. When
the concentration of DTAB was further raised to 1 x 10 -5 M, the surface was
completely covered with twinned pyramids and blocks. At 5 x 10-5 M these twinned
growths transformed to polycrystalline deposits (figure 4).
Deposition was carried out at 2, 15 and 20mA/cm 2 in the presence of 10-SM
DTAB in order to study the effect of the addition. Only a polycrystalline deposit was
observed at 2mA/cm 2, while at 15 and 20mA/cm 2, twinned square pyramids and
blocks were observed.
3.1b Deposition on (110) plane: A ridge-type deposit (figure 7) was noticed when
copper was deposited from highly purified acid copper sulphate bath at 5 mA/cm 2.
They were aligned along the [100] direction. When DTAB concentration in the bath
was increased to I x 10-6M, these ridges broke up (figure 8) and subsequently
transformed to polycrystalline deposits (figure 4) at 5 x 10 -6 M DTAB.
Deposition on the (110) plane was carried out at 2, 10, 15 and 20mA/cm 2 in the
presence of 1 x 10 -5 M DTAB. At all current densities, similar changes in deposit
morphology were observed. However the concentration of DTAB required to effect
the change depends on the current density.
3.1c Deposition on (111) plane: When copper was deposited on the (111) plane at
5 mA/cm 2 in additive-free solution, layers and triangular pyramids with steps on their
sides were observed/figure 9). When the concentration of DTAB in the bath was
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increased to 1 x 10 -6 M, there was an increase in the number of triangular pyramids
which were distorted and the layers in the background disappeared completely. With
further increase in the concentration of DTAB to 5 x 10- 6 M, not only did the number
of such distorted pyramids increase but they were also twinned (figure 10). More and
more of twinning was observed with further increase in the DTAB content in the
bath and finally only polycrystalline deposits were seen (figure 4) at 1 x 1 0 - S M of
DTAB.
When deposition was carried out at the higher current density of 10mA/cm 2,
hexagonal and triangular pyramidal growth was observed in the absence of the
additive (figure 11). When DTAB concentration in the bath was increased from 10- s M
to 1 0 - 6 M , the number of hexagonal pyramids decreased and a large number of
triangular pyramids with no distinct steps on their sides resulted. At 1 x 10-5 M of
DTAB, triangular pyramids completely covered the surface and some of them were
twinned (figure 12). PolycrystaUine deposits appeared only at a DTAB concentration
of 5 x 10- 5 M in the bath.
Experiments were conducted at 2, 15 and 20 mA/cm 2 in the presence of 1 x 10-s M
DTAB. At 2 mA/cm 2, only a polycrystalline deposit was observed, while at 15 and
20 mA/cm 2 twinned triangular pyramids and block-type growth were observed.
3.2

Overpotentials

When copper was deposited on the (100) plane from an additive-free bath, the
overpotential increased with deposition time and reached a steady state (Damjanovic
et al 1966). In the presence of DTAB in the bath at all concentrations, the overpotential
values were always higher than those observed in pure solution (table 1). However a
similar trend in the variation of overpotential with time was observed even in the
presence of DTAB. Steady state attainment with and without DTAB occurred at
almost the same thickness of the deposit. The variation of overpotential with
deposition thickness at 5 mA/cm 2 is shown in figure 13. The Tafel parameters for the
Table l. Overpotentials and types of growth forms on (100), (110) and

(111) planes in presenceof various concentrationsof DTAB at 5 mA/cm2.
Crystal
plane
(100)

Concentration
DTAB
0
2 x 10- ~M
1•

(110)

(11l)

10 - 6 M

1 x 10-5 M
0
1 x 10-rM
5 x 10- 6 M
0
5 x 10-rM
1 x 10-SM

Types of growth forms
Layers
Striatedlayers +
pyramids and blocks
Twinnedpyramids+
blocks
PolycrystaUine
Ridges
Brokenridges
Polycrystalline
Layers, triangular
pyramids
Twinneddistorted
triangular pyramids
Polycrystalline

Overpotential
(my)
40-72
90-91
100-120
120-134
30-50
60-69
70-78
90-50
118-113
110-95
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13. Overpotential-thickness plots on (100) plane- 0 - 0 , pure solution, Q-O,

1 x 10-SM DTAB; (110) p l a n e - D-F1, pure solution, I - l ,
plane - A - A , pure solution, A--A, 5 x 10-6M DTAB.

1 x 10-SM DTAB; (111)

Table 2. Tafel parameters for electrodeposition of copper on copper
single crystal planes in the presence of DTAB.
Crystal
plane

Concentration
of DTAB

Tafel slope (my)
(dt//d log 0

Exchange current
density (ioXmA/crn2)

(100)

0
1 x 10-SM

120-0
164.9

3"0
1'5

(110)

0
1 x 10-SM

115"0
171"0

3'5
1"8

(111)

0
1 x 10-SM

130"0
173"0

1"8
1"2

deposition process with and without DTAB on (100) plane are shown in table 2.
On the (110) plane at any given current density, the overpotential during deposition
from additive-free solution increased and attained a steady state quickly (Damjanovic
et al 1966; Sheshadri 1975). A similar trend was observed in the presence of DTAB,
but the values of overpotentials were slightly higher at all concentrations of DTAB
(table 1). Figure 13 also shows the variation of overpotential with deposition thickness
at 5 mA/cm 2 without and with DTAB. The Tafel parameters with and without DTAB
for the deposition of copper on copper (110) plane are given in table 2.
Overpotential during deposition of copper on the (111) plane from additive-free
solution at any given current density decreased with time and attained a steady state
(Damjanovic et al 1966). The value of overpotential at any given current density on
the (111) plane was always higher than that on the (100) and the (110) plane. The trend
in the variation of overpotential with time remained the same even in the presence
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of DTAB but the overpotential values were always higher compared to that obtained
in additive-free solution (table I). Here also the steady state overpotential was attained
at the same thickness of the deposit in the presence of DTAB (figure 13). The Tafel
parameters for the deposition process on the (111) plane with and without DTAB
are given in table 2.
The variation of overpotential with time during deposition of copper on various
copper single crystal planes have been explained by Damjanovic et al (1966), who
proposed an empirical equation
i = [( 1 - A)io~l 11~ + Aiot,ko] exp [ -- ot~IF/RT'],

where iO(hkl) is the exchange current density for the newly formed faces when pyramids
grow on the (111) face and A is the area of the newly formed face. If iO(hk~)>1 10 i0(111)
the above equation can be written as
i ~ [io<111~+ Aiothkl~] exp [-- ~trlF/RT'].
If A increases by (>1, the decrease in overpotential on (111) plane is substantial. The
attainment of the steady state value has also been explained. As the base of the
pyramids are stepped and the macrosteps on the pyramidal faces continue to grow,
surface activity becomes uniform. Hence overpotential attains a steady value.
On the (100) plane, the increase in ovcrpotential is also explained in terms of overall
activity of the surface. It is shown (Damjanovic et al 1966; Seshadri and Setty 1970)
that the io(loo) face is larger than the io(~11) face. Therefore the effect of the formation
of new faces on the (100) face will be less than the effect on the (111) face. If the
pyramids formed on the (1130)plane correspond to {111} it is expected that the more
active surface is replaced by less active {111} face. Therefore the effect of change of
overpotential with time should be the opposite of that observed on the (111) plane.
Hence the overpotential increases with time on the (I00) face.
The overpotential slightly increases on the (110) plane and attains a steady value.
The (110) plane has high exchange current density values as compared to the other
two crystal planes (Damjanovic et al 1966). Hence, the time-dependence of the
overpotential is lower probably because the side faces of the ridges growing along
the [100] correspond to the activity of {100} planes and then becomes insignificant
as the increased surface area is gradually replaced by the less active {100} planes.
The Tafel slope values obtained for the deposition process in additive-free solution
are in agreement with the first electron transfer as the rate-determining step in a
two-stage deposition process (Mattson and Bockris 1959).
rate determining step

Cu + + + e

~ Cu +,

Cu + + e

, Cu.

The effect of crystal orientation on the surface topography of copper single crystal
planes (Damjanovic et al 1966) suggests that characteristic growths occur on these
planes. The details of the mechanism of the formation of characteristics have been
explained earlier (Damjanovic et al 1966; Sheshadri and Setty 1973).
DTAB does not dissociate much in acidic solution (Jungerman 1969). Therefore
only molecular adsorption of DTAB takes place on the copper surface. These
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molecules on the surface may form (Turner and Johnson 1962) an obstacle to the
diffusion of adions to the growth sites (Barnes 1964) or may form a very loose complex
with copper ions, and these complex molecules may be adsorbed on the surface. The
diffusion of adions to the growth sites is obstructed to a large extent, and hence the
rate of movement of microsteps on the surface decreases. At an effective concentration
of DTAB, the addition agent may be adsorbed at most of the active sites, preventing
all possible paths for diffusion of adions. The metal ions now directly get discharged
at the available growth sites and get incorporated into the lattice simultaneously.
The high overpotential exhibited during the deposition of copper in the presence of
the DTAB support this view. Alternately the adsorbed complex film at the active site
may accept an electron to get deposited at the cathode and at the same time release
DTAB molecules to again form a complex with cuprous ions (Sherir and Smith 1951,
1952 and 1954). Such an electron transfer through the adsorbed copper complex
affects the discharge of the metal ions and hence the mechanism of electron transfer
reaction which is indicated by high values of Tafel slopes and overpotentials obtained
in presence of DTAB (Sherir and Smith 1951, 1952, 1954).
The layers observed on the (100) plane in pure solution transform to pyramids and
blocks as these nucleate on the adsorbed DTAB. The frequency of nucleation increases
with increase in DTAB concentration resulting in twinned pyramids. More of twinning
results in polycrystalline deposits at critical concentrations of DTAB. On the (110)
plane broken ridges may form when copper nucleates on an adsorbed DTAB which
at a critical concentration completely blocks the growth site. Thus the substrate no
longer influences growth and only polycrystalline deposits are observed.
On the (111) plane both triangular and hexagonal pyramids are formed in
additive-free solutions in the range of current densities investigated. The presence of
DTAB adsorbed on the substrate surface encourages more nucleation centres and
the pyramids observed are larger in number. With more of DTAB content in the
bath a larger number of triangular pyramids and blocks nucleate on the adsorbed
DTAB on the surface resulting in twinning of the pyramids, which at a critical
concentration of DTAB produces polycrystalline deposits.
Thus the presence of DTAB in acid copper sulphate bath brings about habit
modification of copper during electrocrystallization of copper on copper single-crystal
planes and alters the electrode kinetic parameters.
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